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Abstract
We give a sharp lower bound for the self-intersection of a nef line bundle L on an irregular variety X
in terms of its continuous global sections and the Albanese dimension of X, which we call the Generalized
Cliord-Severi inequality. We also extend the result to nef vector bundles and give a slope inequality for
bred irregular varieties. As a byproduct we obtain a lower bound for the volume of irregular varieties;
when X is of maximal Albanese dimension the bound is vol(X)  2n!(!X) and it is sharp.
1 Introduction and preliminaries
The geometry of irregular varieties has been deeply developed in the last 30 years. The seminal results of
Green and Lazarsfeld on Generic Vanishing theorems, the generalized Castelnuvo-de Franchis theorem by
Catanese and Ran, the systematic use of the Fourier-Mukai techniques associated to the Albanese map and
further developments by Lazarsfeld, Ein, Hacon, Chen, Pareschi, Popa and many others have provided a
rather complete understanding of birational properties of such varieties.
Another fruitful approach to understanding the geometry of an irregular variety is the study of their
continuous linear series. In the case of abelian varieties this approach goes back to Mumford and Kempf (see
for example [21], [22]). For the study of irregular surfaces, one of the rst instances of a systematic use of
them is done in [5]. Later on the work of Pareschi and Popa on continuous global generation and the recent
work of Mendes-Lopes, Pardini and Pirola on Brill-Noether theory and continuous families of divisors gives a
deep understanding of their geometry in higher dimensions (see [17], [18], and [19]).
In the study of biregular geometry of varieties, inequalities relating the degree and the number of global
sections of a line bundle play a special role. This is the goal of our main theorem. In order to stating it, we
need to introduce some notation. Consider an irregular variety X and a non trivial map a : X  ! A to an
abelian variety. We say that X is of maximal a-dimension if dim a(X) = dimX. We associate to any nef line
bundle L on X two invariants. One of them is (L) = 2r(L)2r(L) 1 (see Denition 2.9), a real number between 2
an 1, where r(L) is the degree of subcanonicity of L, the minimal r such that L  rKX (numerically). The
second one is h0a(L), the continuous rank of L, i.e., the rank of the Fourier-Mukai transform of L with respect
to the map a, i.e. the minimal value of h0(X;L
 a) for  2 bA. We also will consider W and M = L W ,
the continuous xed part and the continuous moving part of L, respectively, where W is the common base
component of the linear systems jL
aj, for  general (see Denition 3.1). With this notation, we can state
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Main Theorem (Generalized Cliord-Severi Inequality)
Let X be a smooth, projective variety of dimension n, over an algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0.
Let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial map to an Abelian variety and let L 2 Pic(X) be a nef line bundle.
(i) If X is of maximal a-dimension then
Ln  (L)n!h0a(L):
In particular, if L  KX , then Ln  2n!h0a(L):
(ii) Assume n > dim a(X) = k  1 and let M be the continuous moving part of L. If M is a-big then
Ln  (L) k!h0a(L):
(iii) Assume that n > dim a(X) = k  1 and that L is a-big. Then
Ln  k!h0a(L):
We can see this theorem as a wide generalization of the classical Severi inequality for surfaces of maximal
Albanese dimension:
K2S  4(!S):
This inequality was stated by Severi in the 30's ([28]). Many years later, Catanese ([4]) showed a gap in
the proof and proposed the inequality as a conjecture. Manetti gave a proof of the conjecture in the case
KS ample, together with a profound analysis of the positivity properties of 

1
S ([15]). His approach provides
further developments and renements (see [16] and [30]).
The key argument for a complete proof of the Severi inequality without extra hypotheses is given by
Pardini ([24], [17]). She deduces the inequality from another well known one: the slope inequality for bred
surfaces ([29], [9]), by using in a quick and clever way the property of being of maximal Albanese dimension.
This method, which we call Pardini's covering trick, is completely general, and allows to apply a general
principle: given an inequality veried by any maximal Albanese dimension variety you can remove all the
numerical data involving lower dimensional subvarieties and obtain a new inequality.
In the present paper we generalize the Severi inequality by an induction argument on the dimension of X.
For this, we combine three dierent ingredients:
 A suitable version of Xiao's method for brations reducing the problem to etale covers and lower di-
mensional varieties (induction step). This is done in subsection 5.1.
 The analysis of the behavior of continuous linear series on X, i.e., jL
j for  2 bA. It allows to assume
good behavior of the linear system on an etale covering of X. This is done in Section 3.
 The use of Pardini's covering trick ([24]) to remove unnecessary invariants. This is done in subsection
5.2.
The initial step of the induction process (the case of curves) is just a continuous version of Cliord's
Lemma which we can also consider as a 1-dimensional version of Severi inequality. That's the reason why we
add Cliord in the name of the inequality.
There are several particular cases of the main result of independent interest, which are introduced in
Chapter 4. Here we present the more relevant ones. The rst one is an extension to vector bundles
Corollary A (Generalized Cliord-Severi inequality for nef Vector Bundles) Let X be a projective,
smooth variety of dimension n, over an algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0. Let a : X  ! A be a
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nontrivial map to an Abelian variety such that dim a(X) = k. Let F be a nef vector bundle on X with top
Segre class s(F). Assume that k = n or that F is a-big. Then
s(F)  k!h0a(F):
When L = KX we obtain the sharp generalization of the classical Severi inequality or, equivalently, a
lower bound for the volume of irregular varieties.
Corollary B (Generalized Severi inequality for KX/the volume of irregular varieties) Let X be an
irregular, minimal, normal, projective, Q-factorial variety of dimension n over an algebraically closed eld of
characteristic 0. Let X 0 be any desingularization of X. Then
(i) If X is of maximal Albanese dimension then
KnX  2n!(!X0)
and this bound is sharp (double covers of abelian varieties).
(ii) If dim albX(X) = k < n and the continuous moving part M of KX0 is albX0-big, then
KnX  2k!h0albX0 (!X0):
(iii) If dim albX(X) = k < n and X is of general type, then
KnX  k!h0albX0 (!X0):
This is not a merely application of Main Theorem but we must translate the problem of working with the
Q-Cartier Weil divisor KX on the singular variety X to a suitable line bundle L on a desingularization X 0.
We can understand the previous result as a lower bound for the canonical volume of any smooth irregular
variety X 0 of general type, just applying Corollary B to a minimal model. It is not easy to nd explicit lower
bounds for the canonical volume of general type varieties (see for example [6]) and in general it can be very
small. It was conjectured by Reid that for varieties with global dierential forms the volume should be high.
As far as we know, even for the case of irregular 3-folds few results are known (see for example [7], section 3).
The bound given by Corollary B gives a sharp lower bound in the maximal Albanese dimension case, attained
by double covers of abelian varieties:
vol(X 0)  2n!(!X0):
During the nal preparation of this work, the author has been informed that the content of Corollary B
(i), in the case of minimal Gorenstein varieties, was independently proven by Zhang ([31]). There the strategy
of proof relies on applying Pardini's trick to the higher dimensional version of the so called Relative Noether
inequality, bounding the linear sections of a nef line bundle on an bred variety.
Our last application shows as the Cliord-Severi inequality implies a slope inequality for bred varieties.
Given a bred variety over a smooth curve, f : X  ! B with general bre F , and a line bundle L on X,
slope inequalities relate the invariants of (X;L), (F;LjF ) and B. The best slope inequalities hold when some
stability properties hold for L (see [2] for a survey on this topic), and then a slope inequality, which we call
f -positivity of L, follows
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Ln  n
Ln 1jF
h0(F;LjF )
degfL:
The case X of general type and L = !f encodes important numerical and geographical properties of the
bration, but f -positivity of !f is only known for bred surfaces. In fact, f -positivity of !f for dimensions
less or equal to n implies a weaker inequality for the slope
Knf  2n!f
from which one can deduce the Severi inequality for L = !X (see [2] Proposition 5.8, for a proof of this
statement). We prove a converse, namely, that the Severi inequality for L = !f implies the above slope
inequality when b = g(B) = 0 and a slightly weaker result when b  1.
Corollary C (Slope inequality) Let f : X  ! B be a relatively minimal bration onto a smooth curve B
of genus b with general bre F and dimX = n. Assume that X is of maximal Albanese dimension. Then
(i) If b = 0 then Knf  2n!f .
(ii) If b  1, then Knf  2n! [(!f ) + h1a(!f )]  2n! ((!X)  2(!B)(!F )):
The paper is divided as follows. The general set-up is X a smooth, projective variety over an algebraically
closed eld of characteristic 0, with a nontrivial map a : X  ! A to an abelian variety.
In section 2 we study the properties of the invariants h0a(L) and (L) associated to any line bundle L on X.
Section 3 is devoted to studying the behavior of linear systems under etale Galois covers. Here, the concepts
of continuous xed part and continuous moving part of L play an special role. This analysis is a cornerstone
in the proof of the main theorem and provides results of independent interest on linear series on irregular
varieties. It turns out that (see Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 for more complete results):
Theorem D Let X be a smooth, projective variety and let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial map to an Abelian
variety such that a : bA  ! Pic0X is injective. Up to composing a blow-up with an etale Galois covering,
 : eX  ! X
(i) For any  2 bA we have a decomposition: (L
) = fW+ eN where the divisor fW is the xed component
(and does not depend on ) and the moving part eN is base point free.
(ii) The map a   factors through the algebraic bre space induced by the linear system jLj. In particular
dimL( eX)  dim a(X) and so jLj is generically nite provided X is of maximal a-dimension.
Section 4 is devoted to proving Corollaries A, B and C, and giving some remarks, examples and other
applications. In Section 5 we prove the Main Theorem. There, an account of Xiao's method especially adapted
to etale Galois covers of brations onto P1 is given.
Notations and conventions Varieties are assumed to be smooth, projective, dened over an algebraically
closed eld k of characteristic 0, except otherwise stated. We use the notation L for a (Cartier) divisor or its
associated line bundle interchangeably, except for the canonical sheaf and divisor which will be denoted by
!X and KX respectively. We use additive or multiplicative notation interchangeably.
Given an abelian variety A we denote by bA = Pic0(A) its dual abelian variety, by bAd the subgroup of its
d-torsion elements and by bAtors = Sd2N bAd the set of all its torsion elements.
Given an irregular variety X we set Pic (X) for the set of numerically torsion line bundles on X, i.e., the
set of M such that M
r 2 Pic0(X) for some r 2 N.
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Given a map f : X  ! Y (not necessarily surjective) we say that it is generically nite if X  ! f(X) is.
We say that f factors through an algebraic ber space of dimension k with general bre G if dimf(X) = k
and so its Stein factorization decomposes f = g  h : X  ! Z  ! Y where Z is normal of dimension k, g is
an algebraic ber space and G is a general bre of g. As usual, an algebraic ber space of dimension 1 will
be called a bration.
We will use  for numerical equivalence and given two divisors D1; D2 we denote D1  D2 if D2  D1 is
pseudoeective, i.e., it is a limit of (real) eective divisors or, equivalently, its product with arbitrary nef line
bundles is nonnegative.
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2 The continuous rank and the subcanonicity index
In this section we introduce the continuous rank of any coherent sheaf on irregular varieties, and the sub-
canonicity degree of a line bundle on a variety. The fundamental properties of these two numbers are that
both behave well under algebraic equivalence, blow-ups, etale Galois coverings and hyperplane sections.
Given a line bundle on an irregular variety X, the behavior of the continuous system given by jL 
 j is
studied in [19] and in [18]. Our interest relies on general elements in the continuous family.
Denition 2.1. Let X be an irregular variety and F a coherent sheaf on X. Let A be an abelian variety
and a : X  ! A a nontrivial map. Dene
hia(F) := minfhi(X;F 
 a) j 2 Pic0(A) g
h0a(F) will be called the continuous rank of F .
By abuse of notation, if the map is clear by the context, we will usually write  instead of a.
Remark 2.2. If RSa is the integral Fourier-Mukai functor associated to the map a (see [25]), we have that
hia(F) = rankRSia(F).
Denition 2.3. If a : X  ! A is a map from X to an abelian variety, we will say that X is of maximal
a-dimension if dimX =dim a(X). When A = Alb(X) and a = albX the denition corresponds to the classical
notion of a maximal Albanese dimension variety.
Example 2.4. As simple examples related to line bundles L 2 Pic(X) on smooth X, we have
 If L = KX + D with D nef, and X is of maximal a-dimension, then h0a(L) = (X;L) by the Generic
Vanishing theorem given by Pareschi-Popa (Theorem B in [27]). If dim alb(X) = dimX   1 then we
still have h0a(L)  h0a(L)  h1a(L) = (X;L).
 The same holds for any GV -sheaf, like higher direct images of relative dualizing sheaves (see also [27]).
 If L = KX +D with D big and nef, then h0a(L) = (X;L) = h0(X;L) by Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing
theorem.
Remark 2.5. The author was informed by Pirola that using the arguments of [19] and [18] and bounding the
obstructions to deforming a global section of L, the following inequality holds: h0a(L)  h0(X;L)  h1(X;L)
(unpublished).
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Remark 2.6. The Severi inequality can be restated as K2S  4h0albS (!S).
Let's see now a non trivial example
Proposition 2.7. Let f : X  ! B be a bration onto a smooth, projective curve of genus b, with general
bre F. Assume that X is smooth of general type and of maximal Albanese dimension. Let a = albX .Then
h0a(!f ) = h
1
a(!f ) + (X;!f ) = h
1
a(!f ) + (X;!X)  2(B;!B)(F; !F ):
If b = 0; 1 we have in fact that h0a(!f ) = (X;!X)  (2b  2)(F; !F )  (X;!X):
Proof. Let A = Alb(X). The subset of Pic0(A) where h0(X;!f 
 a) takes its minimum value is an open
set, so it is enough to compute this value for a general  2 bAtors. In this case Rif(!f 
) is locally free on B
([12]), of rank hi(F; !F 
), which is zero for i  1 by generic vanishing applied to the map a : F ,! X  ! A
(clearly F is of maximal a-dimension). Hence Hi(X;!f 
 ) = Hi(B; f(!f 
 )) = 0 for i  2, and the
result follows. Observe that the equality (X;!f ) = (X;!X)   2(B;!B)(F; !F ) holds since for any line
bundle on X the equality (X;L+ kF ) = (X;L) + k(F;LjF ) follows by induction on k.
When b = 0; 1, consider the etale covering given by , g : X  ! X. We can choose  of prime order p
such that a 6= OF , and so a
i 6= OF for all 1  i  p  1. Hence, the induced map f = f  g : X  ! B
is a bration (the bres are the connected etale cover of F given by a 6= OF ). Then f(!f 
 ) is a
direct summand of f(!f ), and so it is a nef vector bundle on B, since f(!f ) is ([11]). If b = 0 this proves
H1(X;!f 
 ) = H1(B; f(!f 
 )) = 0. If b = 1, we also obtain that H1(X;!f 
 ) = H1(B;!X 
 ) = 0
by generic vanishing.
Finally let us see how hia behaves under etale covers, blow-ups and hyperplane sections.
Proposition 2.8. Let X be a smooth, projective irregular variety and let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial map to
an abelian variety A such that a : bA  ! Pic0X is injective. Take L 2 Pic(X).
(i) Let  : eA  ! A a degree m isogeny and consider the base change diagram
~X
~ //
~a

X
a

~A
 // A
Then hi~a(~
(L) = mhia(L).
(ii) If  : X 0  ! X is a blow-up, then h0a(L) = h0a(L).
(iii) If H is a smooth divisor on X not contracted by a, such that H   L is nef, then h0a(LjH)  h0a(L).
Proof. (i) Let N = Ker  A^, which is of order m. We have that eX is connected since a is injective and
~(O ~X) =
L
2N a
(). Let Zi ( A^ be the jumping locus of the value hi(X; a()), which is a proper closed
set. For any  = () =2 (Zi) we have
hi( ~X; ~L
 ~a) =
M
2N
hi(X;L
 a(
 )) = mhia(L)
since 
  =2 Zi for all  2 N .
(ii) Obvious.
(iii) For  2 bA we can consider the exact sequence
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0  ! OX((L H)
 )  ! OX(L
 )  ! OH(LH 
 )  ! 0
Taking cohomology we have h0(X; (L H)
 ) = hn(X;KX + (H   L)
  1) = 0 for  general, by the
generic vanishing theorem (cf. Theorem B in [27]), since we are asuming H   L is nef.
Let us consider now the second invariant we need. As in the case of curves, the smaller is the degree of a
nef line bundle, the bigger is the ratio between its degree and its global sections. The best behavior, given by
Cliord's lemma, holds for subcanonical line bundles. We introduce now an invariant which measures exactly
this relation in terms of r-subcanonicity. More concretely we have
Denition 2.9. Given a nef line bundle L we dene
(i) r(L) = inffr  1 jL  rKXg (degree of subcanonicity of L). Note that if this set is empty, then
r(L) =1. We will say that L is subcanonical if r(L) = 1.
(ii) (L) = 2r(L)2r(L) 1 .
Remark 2.10. The following are easy properties of :
1. (L) is a decreasing function of r, varying between 2 and 1. (L) = 2 if and only if L is (numerically)
subcanonical and (L) = 1 if and only if r(L) =1.
2. (L) is a decreasing function of L, i.e., if L1  L2 then (L1)  (L2).
3. (L) increases by hyperplane section, i.e., if M is a smooth section of a nef line bundle then (LjM ) 
(L).
4. If  : eX  ! X is an etale Galois covering and eL = L, then (eL) = (L).
5. (L) increases by blow-up, i.e., if  : X 0  ! X is any blow-up, then ((L))  (L).
6. If X is a variety of general type, then KX is big and hence for all L there exists an r such that rKX  L
is eective. Then we always have (L) > 1. The case X = A an abelian variety is just the opposite:
(OA) = 2 and for all nef L 6= OA we have (L) = 1.
3 Some properties of continuous linear systems
Let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial map to an abelian variety and let L 2 Pic(X). We are going to study the
geometry of the continuous linear systems jL
 j for  general. A good presentation and an analysis of the
generic base loci of the main continuous system associated to L is developed in [19] and [18]. Here we consider
two related problems: the continuous resolution of base points of a continuous linear system (Theorem 3.2),
and the behavior of a general jL
 j up to an etale covering (Theorem 3.5).
It is well known that there exists a nonempty open set
U  Ua;L = f 2 bA jh0(X;L
 ) = h0a(L)g
such that for  2 U , if we consider the decomposition L 
  = W + N into its xed and moving part
respectively, then the divisors W belong to the same algebraic class, and the same occurs with the divisors
N. This is basically the construction given in [1], section 5.1, for the canonical line bundle and Pic
0(X), but
it holds in general. Roughly speaking, consider in X  bA the closed set D = f(p; ) j p 2 Bs(jL
j) g. When
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jL 
 j has a divisorial base component, D has a codimension 1 component which is dominant with respect
to the second projection. On an open set U of Pic0(X) its bres are algebraically equivalent.
We dene now the continuous moving part and the continuous xed part of L as follows. Consider rst
the evaluation map
evU := ev :
M
2U
H0(X;L
 )
  1  ! L:
We have that ImevU = IU 
L, where IU is an ideal sheaf. In the proof of Lemma 3.2 we will see that this
sheaf does not depend on the chosen open set U verifying the conditions above. Consider its decomposition
IU = OX( W )
 IB
with codimXB  2.
Denition 3.1. (i) W is the continuous xed part of L.
(ii) M = L W is the continuous moving part of L.
Set Imev = I
L
 where I = O( W)
IB with codimX(B)  2. Observe that, by construction
we have
I 
 L
  M 
   L
 :
Hence we have that
h0a(L) = h
0
a(M):
Following Pareschi and Popa ([26]), recall that a line bundle L on X is continuously globally generated with
respect to the map a if the continuous evaluations maps evV dened above are surjective for all non-empty
open sets V  bA. First of all we have
Lemma 3.2. With the previous notation, the sheaf F = Im(evU ) is continuously globally generated with
respect to a.
Proof. This is the content of Remark 4.2 in [1]. To sketch a proof observe that given a point p 2 X, if there
exists a nonempty open subset V  U such that p is a base point of the linear systems jL
 j for all  2 V ,
then p is also a base point of these linear systems for all  2 U . Indeed, all the sections in H0(X;L 
 ),
 2 U , are limits of those with  2 V , since on U the dimensions h0(X;L
 ) are constant.
Hence, for any open set V  bA we have
Im(evV )  Im(evV \U ) = Im(evU ) = F :
Finally, observe that by construction we have for any  2 U
I 
 (L
 )  F 
   L
 
and hence H0(X;F 
 ) = H0(X;L
 ) and so we have Im(evU;L) = Im(evU;F ).
Now we are going to see that the continuous xed and moving parts of L behave as the linear ones up to
a suitable etale covering.
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Theorem 3.3. Let X be a smooth projective irregular variety and let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial map to an
abelian variety, such that a : bA  ! Pic0X is injective. Then, up to a blow-up  and an etale Galois covering
(more concretely, a base change by a multiplication map) 
eX  //
ea

X 0  //
a0

X
a
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
A
d // A
(3.4)
we have that for all  2 bA
(L
 ) = fW + eN
is the decomposition in the xed and moving divisor,  =   , the linear system j eNj is base point free and
the divisor fW does not depend on .
Proof. Consider a blow-up  : X 0  ! X such that (OX( W ) 
 IB) = OX0( W 0). If we set L0 = L,
then we have that F = L0( W 0) is continuously globally generated with respect to a0 = a  . Then we
can apply a result of Debarre (cf. [10] Proposition 3.1): there exists an etale Galois covering  : eX  ! X 0
which we can assume is induced by a multiplication map on A, such that for any  2 bA, the line bundleseL( W 0)
  = L0( W 0)
  are globally generated. Hence, if we set fW = W 0 we have the statement.
The proof of Debarre is for albX but it also works for any map a such that a
 is injective (hence eX is
connected).
Remark 3.5. Observe that in the previous construction we have the following properties
 For all  2 bA the line bundles eN on eX are algebraically equivalent.
 h0ea( eN) = h0ea(eL) = (deg)h0a0(L0) = (deg)h0a(M) = (deg)h0a(L).
 For all l  1 we have h0( eX; eN
l ) = (deg)h0(X; (M 
 )
l).
 Since eN are base point free, if L is nef then (deg)Ln = (eL)n  ( eN)n.
To nish the section we are going to see that given a nef line bundle with continuous sections, the image
of the map induced by its linear sections, up to etale base change, factors the map a. Hence the dimension
of the image of X through the linear system jLj is bounded by the a-dimension of X. In particular, it is
maximal when X is of maximal a-dimension. This will be a crucial point in the proof of the Main Theorem.
In order to do this, consider the following notation. Given a line bundle L with nontrivial sections consider
the morphism  L : X
0  ! Pm it induces on a suitable blow-up X 0 of X. We denote by
L : X
0  ! ZL
the algebraic bre space induced by  L.
Theorem 3.6. Let X be a smooth n-dimensional variety and a : X  ! A a nontrivial map to an abelian
variety such that a : bA  ! Pic0X is injective. Let k = dim a(X). Let L 2 PicX, such that h0a(L) 6= 0.
Let M be its continuous moving part. Consider the previous notation of this section and the map  given by
Theorem 3.3. Then
(i) There exists a factorization ea = eL  a0, where a0 : ZeL  ! A. In particular dim eL( eX)  k. Moreover,
for all  2 bA we have that N 2 eLPicZeL.
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(ii) The linear system jeLj induces a generically nite map provided one of the following conditions hold
{ jLj induces a generically nite map.
{ X is of maximal a-dimension.
{ M is a-big.
Proof. (i) Let T be a general (connected) bre of eL, and let R 2 Pic(ZeL) such that eN0 = eL(R). By Remark
3.4, if h0a(L) 6= 0 then h0ea( eN0) 6= 0 and hence for all  2 bA we have
h0( eX; eN0 
 ea) 6= 0:
By projection formula we have that h0(ZeL; R 
 (eL)(ea)) 6= 0 for all  2 bA. The sheaf (eL)(ea) is
torsion free of rank h0(T; (ea)jT ) and so it must be non zero for all . Since (ea) 2 Pic0(T ) this can only
happen if (ea)jT = OT . Hence the natural composition map
bA  ! Pic0( eX)  ! Pic0(T )
is zero. Dualizing we obtain that for general T the map ea contracts T to a point.
The rest of the statement follows immediately from this factorization.
(ii) If jLj induces a generically nite map clearly so does jeLj. By (i) the same holds if X is of maximal
a-dimension (k = n). For the rest, observe that the bres G0 of the map a   are just disconnected copies of
G. On the other hand, by construction eN0jG0 is big if and only if MjG0 is, hence we can assume that eN0 isea-big. But if r < n this is not possible since the bres G0 are covered by those of eL.
Remark 3.7. Clearly a-bigness of M follows from bigness of M itself, but in general it can be dicult to
check. Here we have three sucient conditions.
 If L is a-big (for example, if L itself is big) and kod(G;WjG)  0, then M a-is big.
 If L is continuously globally generated in codimension 2 (i.e. W = ;), then bigness of M is equivalent
to bigness of L, i.e., Ln > 0.
 Continuous global generation of L outside of the ramication locus of the Albanese map of X, is implied
by M -regularity of L (see [26]).
Remark 3.8. In general a-bigness of L does not imply a-bigness of its continuous moving part M . Take
for example X = S  Y where S is a general type surface with pg = 1, q = 0 and Y is a general type and
albanese general type variety of dimension n  2, with base point free paracanonical system N . Then clearly
L = !X is big, its continuous xed part is Z = 

1(D) (D the only canonical section of S) and M = 

2N , the
Albanese map of X is just the Albanese map of Y and MjG is not big.
4 The generalized Cliord-Severi Inequality
In the previous sections we have introduced all the ingredients needed to state and prove our results. All
of them are particular instances or corollaries of the Main Theorem in the introduction which we reproduce
here.
Theorem 4.1. (Generalized Cliord-Severi Inequality)
Let X be a smooth, projective variety of dimension n, over an algebraically closed eld of characteristic 0.
Let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial map to an Abelian variety and let L 2 Pic(X) be a nef line bundle.
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(i) If X is of maximal a-dimension then
Ln  (L)n!h0a(L):
In particular, if L  KX , then Ln  2n!h0a(L):
(ii) Assume n > dim a(X) = k  1 and let M be the continuous moving part of L. If M is a-big then
Ln  (L) k!h0a(L):
(iii) Assume that n > dim a(X) = k  1 and that L is a-big. Then
Ln  k!h0a(L):
The proof of this theorem relies on a suitable use of Xiao's method on etale Galois coverings of X and it
is postponed to the next Section.
Remark 4.2. Since  is a decreasing function, we do not need to know the exact value of r(L) to obtain an
inequality. Hence, part (i) of the theorem can be rephrased as (analogously for (ii)): when X is of maximal
a-dimension
(i1) For any nef L we have Ln  n!h0a(L).
(i2) If L  rKX (r  1), then Ln  2r2r 1 n!h0a(L).
Remark 4.3. (i) The bound given in 4.1 (i) is sharp for the lowest value of (L): take X = A an abelian
variety and L an ample line bundle on A. Also, in general it is asymptotically sharp for general type
varietiesX and suciently ample line bundles L = mH, as shown by asymptotic Riemann-Roch theorem
when m!1.
(ii) For varieties of non maximal Albanese dimension Theorem 4.1 cannot hold without extra hypothesis as
those in (ii) and (iii). Indeed, take L to be the pullback of a line bundle on the Albanese image of X.
Then Ln = 0 and in general h0albX (L) 6= 0.
Remark 4.4. As shown in Remark 2.4, the continuous rank h0a(L) is just (X;L) or even h
0(X;L) under
conditions of positivity of L and of maximal a-dimension of X, which produce (generic) vanishing of higher
cohomology.
We proceed now to prove the corollaries A,B and C stated in the Introduction.
Proof. Corollary A. Let Y = PX(F),  : Y  ! X the natural projection and L = OY (1) the tautological
line bundle. Consider the induced map aY := a   : Y  ! A; we have dim aY (Y ) = k. Observe that
s(F) = OY (1)n+l 1 where l = rankF .
Let G0 be the bre of the algebraic bre space induced by the Albanese map of Y . If k = n then G0 = Pl 1,
LjG0 = OPl 1(1) and hypothesis of theorem 4.1 (ii) holds. If k < n then G0 is a projective bundle on G. If
FjG is big, then the hypothesis of (iii) holds. In both cases we use (L)  1.
Proof. Corollary B. Since X is normal we can consider the canonical Weil divisor KX and set !X = OX(KX)
for the associated divisorial sheaf. Consider a desingularization  : X 0  ! X; since X is minimal it has
terminal singularities and we have that AlbX = AlbX 0 =: A and albX0 = albX   ([3], Ch.2.4). Terminal
singularities also give H0(X 0; !X0) = H0(X;!X0) = H0(X;!X) and so h0albX (!X) = h0albX0 (!X0) and it
coincides with (!X0) when X is of maximal Albanese dimension.
To avoid working with the singularities of X, we are going to show now how to reduce the computation
to a suitable line bundle M on X 0 such that KnX Mn and h0albX0 (M) = h0albX0 (!X0).
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Since the inequalities are invariant through etale covers, by Theorem 3.3 we can consider an extra blow-up
and a base change through a multiplication map and assume that KX0 = W +M , where W and M are the
continuous xed divisor and the continuous moving divisor of KX0 respectively and the linear system jM j is
base point free. Moreover, as seen after Denition 3.1, we have that h0albX0 (M) = h
0
albX0
(!X0). Since jM j is
base point free we have an induced morphism 0 : X 0  ! P0 := P(H0(X 0; !X0)) such that M = 0TP0 where
TP0 = OP0(1).
Since the variety X is normal and Q-factorial, we can apply a Q-resolution of base loci for Weil divisors.
We claim that there exists a desingularization (which we still call X 0)  : X 0  ! X, an eective Weil divisor
E0 on X and an eective -exceptional Q-divisor E on X 0 such that
(KX   E0)  E Q (  )TP
where  : X 99K P(H0(X;!X)) is the natural map and Q means Q-linear equivalence. The natural
identication P(H0(X 0; !X0)) = P(H0(X;!X)) induces 0 =    and so (  )TP = (0)TP0 =M .
Indeed, the claim is an absolute version of Lemma 1.1 in [23]. We sketch here the proof and refer there
for details. Consider E0 a Weil divisor on X such that ev : H
0(X;KX)
OX  ! OX(KX  E0) is surjective
in codimension 1. Take a positive integer m such that m(KX   E0) is Cartier. Up to a suitable resolution
of singularities and base loci, we obtain a desingularization  : X 0  ! X and an eective divisor E on X 0
such that the natural morphism (SymmH0(X;KX)
OX)  ! (m(KX  E0))
OX0( E) is surjective.
Hence we obtain
(m(KX   E0))  E = mTP((SymmH0(KX))) = m(  )TP(H0(X;KX)) = mM
where m is the natural morphism X
0  ! P((SymmH0(KX))). The claim then follows just dividing by m
and dening E := 1mE.
In order to conclude the proof of the corollary, just observe that M and KX are nef and that E0 and E
are eective. Hence
KnX = (
KX)n Mn:
Then the results follow from Main Theorem applied to (X 0;M), using that (M) = 2 since it is subcanon-
ical.
Remark 4.5. Irregular, general type varieties of Albanese dimension k, with vol(X) < 2k!(!X) seem to
have strong restrictions, if they exist. At least when the minimal model X is Gorenstein, the albanese map
of X must factor through a bration with general bre G of dimension l  1 such that KlG = 1 as follows as
a corollary of proof of Theorem 4.1 (see Remark 5.8). In particular, for minimal, Gorenstein X of Albanese
dimension (n  1), the inequality KnX  2(n  1)!(!X) also holds.
Proof. Corollary C (i) If b = 0 just add up the Severi inequalities for KX and for KF
Knf = K
n
X + 2nK
n 1
F  2n!(!X) + 4n!(!F ) = 2n! ((!X)  (!F )(!B)) = 2n!f
(ii) If b  1 then !f is subcanonical and so (!f ) = 2. Then apply Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 4.1.
Main Theorem may be an useful tool for classication of irregular varieties. For example, we present here
a stronger version of Severi inequality for surfaces with numerically decomposable canonical bundle, which is
useful for the classication of irregular surfaces of small invariants (see for example [8] for recent progress).
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Proposition 4.6. Let S be a smooth surface of maximal Albanese dimension such that KS  L1 + L2 with
Li nef line bundles. Then
K2S  4(!S) + 4h1a(L1)
Proof. Let  2 Pic (S) such that L1+(L2+) = KS and redene L2 = L2+. Observe that hia(L1) = h2 ia (L2)
and both are (numerically) sub-canonical. Applying Theorem (4.1) to both sheaves and adding up, we obtain
L21 + L
2
2  4(h0a(L1) + h0a(L2)) = 4(S;L1) + 4h1a(L1) = 2L1( L2) + 4(!S) + 4h1a(L1)
and hence
K2S = L
2
1 + 2L1L2 + L
2
2  4(!S) + 4h1a(L1)
5 Proof of Main Theorem
As pointed out in the introduction, the proof relies on three basic tools: Xiao's method, the behavior of linear
systems on suitable etale coverings (studied in Section 3) and nally Pardini's covering trick.
5.1 Xiao's method
We will use a simplied version of Xiao's method for brations in the case where the base curve is P1, and
specially adapted to an ulterior process of etale covers. We remind briey the method in this simplied version
and refer to [2], [13], [23] and [29] for details. The construction holds in general for Q-Cartier Weil divisors
but for simplicity we state it for Cartier divisors, which is the case we will use.
Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n and let D be a nef Cartier divisor. Let L = OX(D)
be its associated line bundle. Assume we have a bration f : X  ! P1 with F a general bre of f and let
E = fL. It is a vector bundle since it is torsion free on a smooth curve. Consider its decomposition
E = fL =
lM
i=1
OP1(ai)
with a1  a2  :::  am  0 > am+1  :::  al, l  m  0, and l = h0(F;LjF ). Observe that we have
h0(X;L) = a1 + :::+ am +m and so
a1 + :::+ am  h0(X;L)  h0(F;LjF ): (5.1)
For i = 1; :::;m, dene Ei = OP1(a1)  :::  OP1(ai). When the ai's are dierent, these are the pieces of
the Harder-Narashiman ltration of Em, of associated slopes i = ai.
For each i = 1; :::;m such that ai > ai+1 the composite of the natural sheaf homomorphisms
fEi( ai)! f(fL)( ai)! L( aiF )
surjects onto a sheaf of ideals of type IZi 
 L( aiF ). Following [23] Lemma 1.1 and Remark therein, up to
a suitable desingularization  : bX  ! X, if we set bL = L and bF = F , we have a decomposition
bL = Ni + bZi + ai bF
where:
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 Ni is a nef Cartier divisor on bX inducing a base point free linear system.
 bZi is an eective and xed Cartier divisor (the base divisor of the induced linear system on bX).
If ai = ai+1 we dene Ni = Ni+1, bZi = bZi+1. Observe that N1 = O bX if and only if a1 > a2. We redene
am+1 = 0 and extend coherently the denition to Nm+1 and bZm+1.
Moreover, we have that
N1  N2  :::  Nm  Nm+1  LbZ1  bZ2  :::  bZm  bZm+1  0
a1  a2  :::  am  am+1 = 0
In fact, by construction we have that
Ni + ( bZi   bZm+1) = Nm+1( ai bF )
is the decomposition of Nm+1( ai bF ) in its moving and xed part, respectively.
Under these assumptions we can apply Xiao's Lemma (see [13]) and [23] Lemma 1.2. We dene the linear
systems Pi := Nij bF which are free from base points and induce maps i : bF  ! Pri 1. Observe that for
i = 1; :::;m we have ri  i.
Dene now
Is = fk = 1; :::;m jdimk( bF ) = s g
and we obtain a partition of the set f 1; :::;m g.
Let r be the maximum index such that Ir 1 6= ; and dene decreasingly, for s = 1; :::; r   1
bs = f minIs if Is 6= ;bs+1 otherwise
Then we have that, for any A1; :::; An r nef Cartier divisors the following inequality holds:
A1:::An r
"
Nrm+1   (
1X
s=r 1
(
Y
k>s
Pbk)
X
i2Is
(
sX
l=0
P s li P
l
i+1)(ai   ai+1))
#
 0:
In particular, taking A1 = ::: = An r = bL we obtain
Ln = (bL)n  bLn rNrm+1  bLn r
"
1X
s=r 1
(
Y
k>s
Pbk)
X
i2Is
(
sX
l=0
P s li P
l
i+1)(ai   ai+1)
#
Since Pi+1  Pi and they are nef, we have that
sX
l=0
(P s li P
l
i+1)  (s+ 1)P si
and so
Ln  bLn r " 1X
s=r 1
(s+ 1)(
Y
k>s
Pbk)
X
i2Is
P si (ai   ai+1)
#
(5.2)
For later reference we need to consider the following special case. Assume that all the induced maps i
have image of dimension n  1, i.e., they are generically nite. Then
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Ln  n[Pn 1m (am   am+1) + Pn 1m 1(am 1   am) + :::+ Pn 11 (a1   a2))] (5.3)
Remark 5.4. The same construction can be applied to any selection of indexes I  f1; :::;mg.
We are going to see now how the method behaves under a suitable etale Galois covering of X. It turns
out that a continuous Xiao's method holds.
Proposition 5.5. Let X be a normal projective variety and L a line budle. Let a : X  ! A be a nontrivial
map to an abelian variety and f : X  ! P1 a bration. Then, for a very general element  2 bA, L0 := L
 
veries that the vector bundles E = f(L0 
 ) are all equal for  2 bAtors.
Proof. The continuous family of vector bundles ff(L
)g on P1 for  2 bA must be constant on a nonempty
open set U . Let D = bA n U . Then [
2 bAtors
(+D) 6= bA
being a countable union of proper closed sets. An element  in its complementary set veries the statement.
Consider a bration f : X  ! P1 and a nontrivial map a : X  ! A such that a is injective. Let L be a
nef line bundle such that h0a(L) 6= 0 and which veries the conclusion of Proposition 5.5, i.e., for all  2 bAtors,
the sheaves f(L 
 ) are all equal. Keeping all the previous notations, for i = 1; :::;m consider the linear
systems L( aiF ). Apply now Theorem 3.3 to all of them and get
eX  //ef
@
@@
@@
@@
@ X
f

P1
where  is a composition of a blow-up and an etale Galois map induced by bAd for certain d, verifying the
following conditions
 For i = 1; :::;m and for any  2 bA we have (L( aiF ))
  =Wi +N;i.
 Wi does not depend on  and is the xed component of the linear system.
 N;i induce a base point free linear system and for all  we have N;i = N0;i 
 .
Furthermore, since the kernel of the map Pic0(X)  ! Pic0(F ) is nite, we can choose d in such a way
that eF = F is a connected etale cover of F and hence ef is a bration.
Let eL = L, and r = deg. By the choice of L and projection formula we have
eE = efeL = Er = OP1(a1)r  :::OP1(al)r
Applying Xiao's method to ef we have that the vector bundles eEj induce base point free linear systems eNj oneX and ePj on eF . Among these we have for i = 1; :::;m
eEri = OP1(a1)r  :::OP1(ai)r
which induce precisely the linear systems eNri = N0;i dened above. Then ePri = N0;ij eF which by construction
has a space of sections of dimension at least rank eEri = ri. Following the previous conventions recall that if
r(i  1) < j  ri then ePj = ePri.
Summing up we obtain
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Proposition 5.6. (i) h0ea( ePri)  ri.
(ii) If X is of maximal a-dimension, we can choose  in such a way that for all j = 1; :::; rm the linear
systems j ePj j are generically nite.
Proof. (i) We can do the same construction for eE = ef(eL
). Similarly we obtain linear systems eNri = N;i
such that when restricted to eF they induce ePri of dimension at least ri. By construction for any  we have
that N;i = N0;i 
  and hence the same happens when restricting to eF . Hence for all  we have that
h0( eF ; ePri 
 ) = h0( eF; ePri)  ri and so h0ea( ePri)  ri.
(ii) We have that ePj = ePri for some i. By Theorem 3.5 we can modify  by a multiplication map with d >> 0
such that the maps induced by N;i are all generically nite.
5.2 The proof
We will use freely the notations of subsection 5.1. Observe that if h0a(L) = 0 then the result is trivially
true. From now on we will consider that h0a(L) 6= 0. We can also assume that the map a : bA  ! Pic0X
is injective, and hence apply freely the results of Section 3 and Subsection 5.1. Indeed, consider the abelian
variety B = Im(a) and let C = bB. We have a factorization of a
X
albX // AlbX
 // C // A
with (  albX) : bC = B  ! Pic0X injective and h0a(L) = h0albX (L). Since the map C  ! A is etale onto
the image of a, clearly the a-dimension of X coincides with the (  albX)-dimension of X.
Observe that the injectivity property is stable by restriction to any M , a big and nef smooth divisor on
X, since Pic0X = Pic0M if dimM  2 and Pic0X  Pic0M if dimM = 1.
(i) Assume that X is of maximal a-dimension. We proceed by induction on n = dimX.
Case n = 1. Let X be a smooth curve of genus g  1 and L a nef line bundle. If degL  degKX = 2g 2 and
it is non-special, then degL  2h0(X;L) by Riemann-Roch theorem. If degL = r(2g   2) with r 2 Q; r > 1
then again by Riemann-Roch theorem we obtain degL = 2r2r 1h
0(X;L). It remains the case of an special
divisor. Take the etale cover of C induced by bAd, say  : eC  ! C. Consider eL = L which is an special line
bundle on eC. Hence, we can apply Cliord's theorem and obtain
d2qdegL = degeL  2h0( eC; eL)  2  2d2qh0a(L)  2
where q = dimA. Since this holds for all d we obtain degL  2h0a(L).
Case n  2. We assume now that for any irregular variety X 0 of dimension at most n  1, with a nontrivial
map a0 : Y  ! A0 to an abelian variety, and for any nef line bundle L0, inequality (i) holds. The key argument
here is to use this induction hypothesis in Xiao's method on a suitable etale cover of X to prove an inequality
(Step 1) from which we can apply the main idea of Pardini's proof in [24] (Step 2).
Step 1.Claim. Given a base point free linear system jM j on X, with Mn > 0, we have
Ln + nLn 1M  (L)n!h0a(L):
Proof of Claim. The general member of jM j is smooth and irreducible. Take two general smooth members
F; F 0 2 jM j. Consider a blow up  : Y  ! X in order to get a bration f : Y  ! P1 induced by F
and F 0. Since the formula we want to prove is invariant in the algebraic class of L, we change L by L 
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in such a way that Proposition 5.5 applies for L. Moreover we can get that h0(X;L) = h0a(L) and that
h0(F;LjF ) = h0a(LjF ).
Then we can apply the construction of Subsection 5.1 to f : Y  ! P1 and get
A
 // A
eX
ea
OO
 // X
a
OO
eY
e
OO
 //
ef @@@
@@
@@
@ Y

OO
f

P1
where  is of degree r = d2q (q = dimA). Let eL = (L) and eF = F , which is an irreducible etale cover
of F of degree r. We can apply Proposition 5.6 (ii) and so all the induced maps are generically nite and
hence by (5.3) we obtain
eLn  n[ ePn 1r (a1   a2) + :::+ ePn 1rm am]:
Observe that eF is (n   1)-dimensional, of maximal eaj eF -dimension and the map eaj eF is non trivial. So we
apply the induction hypothesis for the nef line bundles ePi on eF , and for all i = 1; :::;m we get
ePn 1ri  ( ePri) (n  1)!h0ea( ePri)  (L) (n  1)!h0ea( ePri)
the last inequality holding by Remark 2.10. By Proposition 5.6 (i) we have that
h0ea( ePri)  ri
Thus
rLn = eLn  r(L)n! (a1 + :::+ am)  r(L)n! (h0a(L)  h0a(LjF ))
Using again induction for LjF we have
(LjF )n 1  (LjF ) (n  1)!h0a(LjF )  (L) (n  1)!h0a(LjF )
and summing up, since F =M we nally obtain
Ln + nLn 1M  (L)n!h0a(L):
Step 2. Let us apply now Pardini's covering trick to prove the statement. Consider again d 2 N and the
etale Galois map induced by multiplication
A
 // A
eX
ea
OO
 // X
a
OO
Let H be a xed very ample line bundle on A and let M = aH, fM = ea(H). By [14] Ch2. Prop. 3.5 we
have
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H  d2H
and so fM  1
d2
M: (5.7)
Dene again
eL := L
We have
 h0ea(eL) = d2qh0a(L) by Proposition 2.8, and (eL) = (L) by Remark 2.10.
 For all i = 0; :::; n eLn ifM i = d2q 2iLn iM i by (5.7).
We can apply now the Claim of Step 1 to (fM; eX; eL):
(eL)n + n(eL)n 1fM  (eL)n!h0a(eL)
And hence:
d2qLn + nd2q 2Ln 1M  d2q(L)n!h0a(L)
which holds for all d. Thus we can conclude
Ln  (L)n!h0a(L):
(ii) Assume now that 1  k = dim a(X) < n and that MjG is big, G being a general bre of the algebraic
bre space induced by a and M the continuous moving part of the linear system jLj.
Following Theorem 3.6 (ii), up to a composition of a blow-up and an etale cover, we have L = W +N
with jN j base point free and generically nite, h0a(N) = (deg)h0a(L) and (N)  (L) (see Remark 2.10).
Since L and N are nef we have (deg)Ln = (L)n  Nn. Hence its enough to prove the statement for N .
Take general elements N1; :::Nn k 2 jN j and let T = N1 \ ::: \ Nn k. We have that T is smooth, k-
dimensional and dominates a(X) since N is transversal to a general G (it induces a generically nite map).
Hence T is of maximal a-dimension. Let NT = NjT . We have h0a(NT )  h0a(N) (by Proposition 2.8 (iii)) and
(NT )  (N) (by Remark 2.10). Then we apply (i) to the pair (T;NT ) with respect to a and obtain
Nn = (NT )
k  (NT ) k!h0a(NT )  (N) k!h0a(N):
(iii) As in (ii) up to an etale cover and blow-up we obtain jLj = W + jN j. But in this case N = R
where  : eX  ! Z is the algebraic bre space induced by jN j, dimZ  k and the linear system jRj on Z
is generically nite. Up to blow-ups on eX and Z we can assume that Z is smooth. L is big so also L is.
Contrary to (ii), in this case there is no clear relation between (R) and (N)  (L)  (L), so we only
use (R)  1.
Let r = dimZ and let G be the bre of . By nefness of L and N and bigness of (L)jG we have
Ln = (L)n  (L)n r(R)r = ((L)G)n rRr  Rr:
If dimZ = k we just apply (i) to the pair (Z;R). If dimZ > k, since jRj is base point free on Z and induces
a generically nite map, we can apply to it the same argument as in (ii). In any case we obtain
Rr  (R) k!h0ea(R)  k!h0a0(R) = k!h0a(L):
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Remark 5.8. As a corollary of proof, observe that in the proof of (iii) we can obtain the same inequality as
in (ii) provided that ((L)G)
n r  2. In other words, if (ii) does not hold, then eX is bred by a family of
varieties G with ((L)G)
n r = 1.
When X is Gorenstein and minimal, L = KX and a = albX , observe that this implies that the ea-bres ofeX are bred by G such that Kn r
G
= 1. Since the general bre of the algebraic bre space induced by ea is
isomorphic to the general bre of the algebraic bre space induced by albX on X, then we can conclude that
if KnX < 2k!(!X), then albX factors through a bration with general bre G such that K
dimG
G = 1. Observe
that this cannot happen when dim alb(X) = n  1.
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